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Push me pull me take me apart.
I am no longer who I am.

A mirror reflection of your pain.
try to make it stick to my skin.

hopelessly detached from the soul.
you must be privy to the know.

take me down and feel big.
don't worry for I'll give you this.

I am the sea I float on the mist.
every part of me too many to list.

from moment to moment you and I change.
from now until the next second a little deranged.

It's okay to think this way.
it's the way you feel outside of you.
aim your weapons problem gone.
when I'm gone what will you do?

If I'm the reason and the will.
All my thoughts you wish to kill.

I'll give you my soul to make it real.
A precious substance for all your zeal.

I am the water step from the sea.
float on the air set yourself free.

from moment to moment you and I change.
from now until forever a little deranged.



Come on now don't you look at it as though it's some kind of revolution.
There's no excuse for your lack of self control.

You say you must look towards your future.
As you give up those youthful ideals.

As if you have some secret access to tomorrow.



I once lived in the hall of darkness.
Found it hard t hold my breath.

I've come out to see the light of day.
Chasing off the tail of death.

And all my friends were there.
The people all had come too care.

For one another.
For each other.

No longer shame in love.
No shame in being kind.
Nor shame in smiling.

Now the days of blame gone by.

The light of love in our eyes.

It's alright to dream
Because dreaming is alright.

Because dreams reveal the hope inside.
Because dreams reveal the things denied.

Because we love we are forgiven
Freedom's free to keep on living.

With the pain now in release.
The joyous Joy but does increase.
Remission of the inner violence.

Celebrate the end of silence.

To the kind of kindness shared.

Freedom is not just a word or idea but the actions you take.



I've listened and I've heard all you had to say
But now how can I be heard when you walk away

I'd like my opinion to interject
But you treat me like I've no intellect

I feel compromised
To listen to lies

and bow down to you
is all I'm allowed to do...

If I try to speak you scoff at my face
placing yourself way above my race

I've been told I can't be smart
because of my looks and not my heart

I feel compromised
To listen to lies

and bow down to you
is all I'm allowed to do...

I'll keep on letting you play your game
in the end isn't it all just the same
Why should I give you any advice

You'll keep going without thinking twice

I feel compromised
To listen to lies

and bow down to you
is all I'm allowed to do...



Sitting all alone
sitting all alone
in the darkness

in a hole
all I see is hate

and I hate you for the fear in me you placed
and I hate you for the pain you gave me

because I wasn't as smart as you
and I hate you for telling me

I wasn't as pretty as you
sitting all alone
sitting all alone
in the darkness

in a hole
in your shut out

in your dirty looks
forcing me to hide

and be alone
because I didn't fit into your plan

into your train
coming from your mind



No pain like loneliness.
We'll do anything we'll do anything.

Stop the pain, stop the pain.
We get used to it, whenever.

We're abused by it, whatever.
Whatever that may be, something.

Is better than nothing.
We must have what we need.

We desperately seek company.
In time you'll grow to like it.

In time you'll accept it's normal.
You'll even think it's moral.

It's what we accept.
What we've come to expect.

Anyway to plug the hole.
Anyway to fill the gap.

Only one way upon the map.
for love is like no other.

No pain like emptiness.
The hunger we strive to avoid.

Your isolation is distress
When all love is devoid.

being alone to die
alone to die inside

to be outside is to die
you're used to it abused by what?



Sit here staring at the phone
I never going to leave my home

It#s not that I want to be all alone
But all I ever feel is your scorn

I just want someone to irritate me
I just want someone to debate me

I don't want it all
I just want someone to rape me.

Next to nothing no one is bad
Having someone mean makes me glad

Next to no one with me is more then I can bear
I'd rather have frustration then no one here

I just want someone to hate me
Or someone to give me pain

Never holding anyone is what I have
Living without is very bad

My soul cries out in the darkness
For fear or for pain is better then feeling blue

Life is sorrow when you have no one
It#s better to be beat or be screwed

I just want someone to hate me
Someone like you to irritate me
Maybe you'll want to rape me

And just maybe I can rape you too



There was a man who believed himself free.
but in his belief he was a slave.

he stole the world for happiness.
but only sadness pervade.



who am I
My flesh and bone

a bit of meat
yes I laugh
yes I weep

and I have my dreams
and I try but it seems
I can never succeed

but I will
hold onto my dreams
my pain in my dreams

part of me
I can't see any other way

and the way I feel
won't go away

I want my integrity
all of me says

hold onto my dreams
my pain in my dreams

a part of me
I can't see another way



Black or White
Something's not right

Something's not wrong
Depends on what side you're on

Sometimes red
sometimes blue

guess it just
depends on you

There are many shades of Grey

Black and White
There's no wrong
There's no right

There's just many shades of Grey

It's in what you say
there are many many ways

to see the Grey
in many shades

Black or white
hot or cold

young or old
fast or slow

I don't really know
Do I stop
Do I go

When I can't know



It is Blasphemy to say I'm God
But not when Plural.

To say great things about oneself is good.
Unless no one else exists.

If I believe myself bad and evil
and also believe all have potential
have I put myself above all else?

God I do not know.
But as a man/woman I can always share

the feeling I have.
All people feel these and them here. 

Love is not lust..
Where you eat the pizza and throw away the crust.



Drama draws me like a magnet
down a vortex of quicksand

that makes up my mental
tragedy fantasy land

pull the shutters,
close the blinds
so we can shop

without our minds

Living here so merrily
safe inside

I don't want to hear it
you know I can't bear it

I'm in love with the familiar
keep my world nice and small

I don't think it's peculiar
to live like this at all

Please don't give me responsibility
I'm so comfortable with apathy

Break it to me slowly
Because I hate the aftermath

I can't start you know the things I don't want to hear
don't tell me things that are going on, I only remember fear

ignorance is my security, 
news is always bad

looking for the story
that will save me from all that is gory

don't send me into shock
don't make the boat rock

I'm the type who really cares
you know I feel great concern

so very much for the issues
that I'll let the problem burn

If I'm called into action
then I have to run and hide
behind the TV broadcast

of global genocide



break it to me slowly
because I don't want to hear it.

break it to me slowly
because you know.. I can't bear it.

Sitting down on the end of the bench 
people swerve to avoid the stench 

stumbling through the alley he stepped
this hesitant and slow disoriented

with nowhere to go
waiting for hours in the soup kitchens line

for a bowl of rice and beans
on which he'll dine laying
down to sleep the outside

on a cardboard bed
only to awaken

and find that he is dead

The Grey Rolls-Royce is long
and cool park beside the garden pool
towering columns tree in a row shade

the roses that so perfectly grow.



Break my legs  so I can't run.
Twist my words so I have no tongue.

Hide my love in total fear.
That's how you make me disappear.

Evil Masters hide the truth.
Smash your thoughts while you're in your youth.

As cripples we're all the same.
I look to you for the blame.

Power elite to divide your soul.
Only the family has the power to hold.

I give you the greatest gift.
The strength of us all that will never miss.

The greatest thing I can be.
Is the only thing worth giving to thee.

And if my head will ever fall.
I hope you can hear this call.



Cheap Date with Destroy

Toxin lies warped like surprise.
Girls with dull eyes

Guys for dull doll eyes.
The Feathered beast bow down to conceit

withering and still giving
knowing nothing a dying defeat

killing the messenger



Control and manipulations deeds
Bring down the societies

To that level we all must crawl
So from heaven we will never fall.

Control and manipulations dwell
Bowing heads we dare not speak

For we fear a living hell
We are slaves to the weak

I contemplate a better pace
No one to say to me or tell
where I belong and place
not from under any spell

For whom am I to speak and yell
To control you fast and well

A petty king to make me large
My small self to be enlarged

for fear and shame and dreams
is all that is needed to be supreme

to use them against the hopes of man
in hopes that none will see this scam.

Better for a black shadow to hide the lies
than a black flag to wave at the heights

To make man crawl and cower in the dark
Than to have strong minds and hearts



You control it by your rules
You control it by your fear

You control it by your absence
You control it when you're not even here

You have higher expectations
but you fail to ever see

there are others 
that need to feel

Is there a way through this
what do we hang on to

as soon as somethings new
it changes what we do.

I'm afraid to get close
abandon from my own

No place I feel safe
no play I call home



I see the world crashing down
hopelessly lost in this crowd
only want this pain to drown

every where that I've been
seeing only the desire to sin

feeling desperately trapped in
what will make my pain end

could it be that I was wrong
believing I could be strong
living without you so long

Maybe I'm the one who's gone

I look to you and question why
will my suffering pass me by
I wonder what could be true

can I ever believe in you

why do you call on me
does it really have to be

will you help my heart to mend
I want you to be my friend



Fear the ancient past
for it's faulty ways

a violent living
the media portrays

believe we get better
or so they say
star trek future
is on it's way

telling us it's all okay
tomorrow is heaven

just wait



Good life pass you by as you looked for some discount.
Are you afraid it might put you in some deep dark hole.

There are no roads to speed the way out.
There are no clearing houses for the poor.

Do you hear your own laughter, it's a crying shame.
How can you get what you need.

When you're not willing to raise the levy.
So how can you see the light when you're so heavy.

You did a search very long for the answer.
Maybe you don't like close scrutiny.

You can forgive yourself by saying, mistakes are the way I pay.
Life is not some disconnected bits of information.

Not another day another 66 bit, some loose change, minus tax.
Having nothing mean something.

So don't wait life comes around promptly at eight.
Hardship and heartache so sweet, when you know you've made it.

Pleasure so great, when it's without any shame.



Dissected from those buried deep
within a foreboding thought we weep

thoughts of success you seek 
the blinding flame of the 
uncommon community



you say you want to help me
but how can that be

how can you help someone
when your pain's a luxury

you think a man is choking
so you slap him on the back

he falls over dead in front of you
he had a heart attack

I was living on the lonely street
without any place to be
you told me to get a job

so why don't you hire me

I have a lot of pain inside
I just want to feel at ease

but you told me I live in sin
and I should be on my knees

Don't save me fireman or police
don't save me judge or priest

don't save me I am free
don't save me yes I'm free



it blew in like an arrogant wind
and washed over me like a cleansing sea

that look in their eyes sadness on their face
please don't take all I have left



this sci-fi nightmare
is really here and there

believe the unbelievable
stupefying evidence

you can't escape it's presence
once you know it in you mind

the legacy a fallacy
that plagues mankind

A wicked craft it can be
or maybe an act of mercy
how each of us deliberates
or does act in our own fate

what can be done to right our wrong
once the ax has fallen on innocence

the head that speaks the truth
the truth of their undoing

they still deny the suffering
each dismissal a little lie

a white picket fence made of darkness
to keep all of us blind

harden hearts that can't be fixed
with the Drano for arteries

because it's not the heart or the mind
when it's the third eye that's blind



I'm in your kennel and
I'm fighting mad

I would like to relive my sins
as I know you would now

you have pain and giving out 
but I have plenty to give
we go round and round
a merry game of shame

there is nothing now
to be in a love embrace

I want to get out someday
but I have things too complete

another day to show you
just why I have to live

who finds the reasons why
I know I've been there before

we are all one in one
the eternal circle of life

I've been you before
and you've been me

you might not remember now
but I'm sure you see
I happen to realize

that we all have needs



They're waiting for love
the lonely ones

where ever they are
they're waiting for us

long time ago
they chose a road

to be secure
they call it home

they call it home building up walls
they are all alone they were all alone

they called it home with no need to roam
living on their own all alone

thinking thoughts of life
there's no need to fear

we're in control
with nobody here

we wonder why
and tears come down

did we ever try
were we ever there



Sign up now!
free extra credit!
don't worry how
we'll take care

of all your debits

safety in numbers
so join the team
social security
by laser beam

mamma big brother
saved from the other
cause mamma is bad
the government dad

such a monster
one cannot hide
fun in the sun

till you found out, they lied

this is your number
your number is up
this is the system

the system is corrupt



here comes the money machine
credit elite

beware the enlist-er
who bare the deceit

They gave you this terrible elixir.
A water that is bitter.

They keep on insisting.
You owe this world a living.

So don't you go cry, it's just that way.
Just get a job, so you can pay.

You pay and you pay.
Saving pennants for the grave.

Don't you know the one you serve.
They say it society that deserves.

You give, you give, all you can give.
So those in the society can live.

But who is living, but those who agreed.
Go out there and plant the seed.

Don't question this self-serving way.
Just shut up and face the day.



I give I gave one little bit more and I drift away
I've done I'm done for It's too easy feel naive

I feel so hollow as I wallow in a grave so shallow
That I've become accustom to the pain

Your shining eyes make me believe lies
lies so neat they pick me clean

I'm just another body on the growing heap
my shattered soul is feeling mean

I play the game seeking fame
I dig and climb I scrape and weep

I try to make a move acting foolish
climbing up a path way to steep

Falling falling down a dark hole trying not to know my broken soul
falling down a cavern dark and steep seeking heaven incomplete

turning to you I see you laugh yet so plain to see I'm a dope
asking for hope you like to watch me shrink and wither

Who Am I flesh and bone a bit of meat
yes I laugh yes I weep and I have my dreams

I try but it seems that I'll not succeed
but I still hold on to my dreams

my pain and my dreams a part of me
I can't see any other way 

and what I feel won't go away
I want my integrity and all of me to hold on to



Am I fated to be hated
I know hatred I know hatred
Am I fated to know hatred

I am hated I am hated

Being different I'm not a fool
but I'm treated like it was true

what I say has no meaning to you
I just wanted to be human too

I want to give what I can
but what I have is not in demand

and as though I'm stupid you look at me
I'm dismissed as quick as can be

Do I look different, from the general mass
not quite from your social class

coming from the wrong side of the tracks
or maybe I have too fat an ass

Maybe too old or young you see
whatever the point I can't be me
No matter how hard the work

I'm always seen as a jerk

Whether a Jew or an Asian
Native American or Caucasian

Mexican or Arab, Slavic or Black
Everyone has known attract
From poor man to woman

From Children to Old
Hatred has become to easy to know
Hatred has become to easy to know!



You know you can't face the strange.
As you small talk again, say silence is the golden.

Try to fend off the change, it' great to stay the same.
Hold on, you can't control one... no!

You can, pretend to be happy happy too.
And dark shapes surround you.

Do you know emotions or is it no emotions?

You mind is kind or will you find it isn't yours?
Do you mind that I try

I will find that you're absurd.

You tear down what is built u on refuse.
To build up  a maintain of gain.

Sometimes gain only means loss.
The shinning dreams that allure.
Maybe some chrome plated sin.

Touch one then another.
You give yourself away.

Is there someone to blame?
Aren't we all just a little bit?

You can't move it with a flame thrower.



Early in the morning they found you dead
the stop that stopped you that day
what was going through your head

when your asshole went through instead

and now you're in your grave
a couple of worms and bugs are

the only friends you made
and before you died did you say

Jesus loves you have a nice day

all that time you sat at alone
watching TV at your home

you say no body cares
knocking at your door no one there

you scream out for pity
you want to die
how can this be 
you're not alive

so you went to the highest tower
before you went you even showered

spent an hour fixing your hair
even put on clean underwear

as you jumped you screamed they will pay
it's all their fault so you say

but as you leap you changed your mind
someone was looking with tears in her eyes



We know that their very cause is a mask hiding a fierce clown face.
Setting up a reality that has no real grace.

Another lesson telling us just what we make.
Hopefully all our lives wont be the price it takes.

 
Criticized and dehumanized as though less than men. 

Scorned and devoured by hurtful words to drive us away.
Children with wise minds and poor parentage told of sickness, then justify and ignored. 

For one reason or another minds less than ours sought and found means to control. 

Seeking identity they deny our faces.
That our very thoughts are our reason for disgrace. 

Forced out and marginalized then blamed. 
Yet without our gifts the foundations would have no base. 

Throw us out and away, lighten the burden of thoughtful reprise. 
Our uncommon visions saw cracks and canyons in the ideals of the moral men. 

In your world these ideals make perfect sense with glossy surface and ivory page. 
In the margins looking through time the beginning notes sour to your glorious finally. 



I know they stole from you
what was most near and dear
they took the best part of you

the inner light

we've all had pieces
carried away

by the very ones
who loved and cared for us

we all feel the pain
that was put there to stay
until the day we could see

the site of our shame

don't leave bitterness to lay
in the wounds to fester and bleed

it will grow inflamed
because it's a disease

there are no blue prints for escape
there are no maps away from  the pain

we're on our own without
unless we open up

we let the children
walk on their own

holding them will never
let them grow

having to decide
in the long run to choose

to live or die inside
or how not to lose



I try to fly towards the sun to reach the heights that can't be won.
Even though I can't accomplish this feat, I feel it's within my reach.

It's for my soul because I want to know if I ever had a chance.
If there's ever been a change within because I need that romance.

Save me from my heart I know it's pulling me down.
I want to fly up high and wear that splendid crown.

Feel me soar don't ignore me for who I am.
I look to myself wondering what it means to be human.



I needn't be vain to be complete
I'd be serene

I wouldn't want for love
because love is what I'll be

I was a woman I'd be completely
the woman that I would dream
I was a woman soft and serene
I'd be that woman thoughtfully

I'd look past mistakes made
I'd cherish your dreams

I'd hold to you
all that you could be

I wouldn't see attention
and hold up my head

only wanting carefully
to keep out the dread

I was a woman I'd be happy
the woman at your side

never asking for privileges
never wanting what trite

I would be concerned
about the innocent and torn

I would follow 
my love into the storm

 I was a woman so beautifully
 I was a woman soft and serene

I was a woman an angel and a dream
I was a woman that's what I'd be



I swallowed your every word
I savored every drop

I believed all you said
you had a winning plan
every time you spoke

you took us by the hand
now I regret it all

was just lies and scams

now that you're in charge
you control everything

now that you fooled us all
it's only pain you bring

you are our leaders
our heroes true

you wore the face of
the beloved few

every day now we regret
the decision that we made
it seems as those decisions
will send us to our graves

why do you need so much
power and money to spend
how could you do this to us

when we call you friend

every time we replaced you
you seem to return
I guess it's us now
we'll never learn
all those changes

seem to do no good
every time we replace
the bad with the good

power seems to corrupt
everything

and absolute power
corrupts absolutely

A reminder



Industry! moves across the land
Industry! does what it can

Industry! controls how we feel
Behold! the age of steal...

There's a voice in my head
it wants a safe place to live
there's a voice in my heart

it says let's go and give

Foreign land so far away
hard work every single day
no one here has time to play
no one here has time to say

what the hell is going on
something here seems to be wrong

why must so many suffer
why must so many have to die

people there have so much to give
people here have forgotten how to live

people there have time to play
people here have nothing left to say

what the hell is going on
something here has turn out wrong

there's got to be a better world
what can we to make it change

Industry! does what it can
Industry! moves across the land

Industry and TV control how we feel
Behold! the age of steal..

Some say the world is going to change
some say it will always be the same
I believe we'll never know for sure

so why not leave an open door

what the hell is going on
we all know something's wrong

everyone must do something
to make this a better world



As you're reaching
from the ceiling

to the starry heights
remember this
remember that
dog have a god

that bites



An offer you can't deny
the hope for your lost soul
with open arms and a smile
"let Jesus into your home"

Cause Jesus has a gun
it's pointed to your head

you're gonna worship him
or your soul will soon be dead



The Joker said come fallow me
I'm telling you the truth

I'll give you back your innocence
I'll give you back your youth

don't ask me any questions
because you'll just look like the fool

don't search for any answers
the choice is up to you

do you vision your values
or is it just a dream

and what you cannot buy
makes you feel less it seems

the truth is vague
but ambivalence is as strong a steel

it's anybody's guess
as to what is really real

does the image of yourself
come from inside

or is a fiction
of someone else pride



He and or she looks towards the corner
the bum and or transient asking for change
looking back at him or her seeing their face

the disgust and hate the knowing without knowing
sitting shaking his or her head knowing without knowing

at the man or woman standing looking with disgust on their face
the hate they have felt for years so long ago as a child to this

very day never ending if only there was a way to escape and feel
something other than this anger and pain a small pinch and it's 

nice for a while turning their head they walk away he or she goes
back to spare change in hopes a little more a little less pain.



I'm the laughable sort
I'm a laughable character
that gets into your mind

just a little at first
snicker and scoff, I don't care

with all those thoughts
that I put there

once a little drip now it grows
into a mighty torrent

let me in and I wreck your life
and I grab your soul

I don't mind telling you
because I'm the laughable sort

I'm the laughable kind



Leash me, don't free me, don't let me out of your control.
Hold me, scold me, tell me what I want to know.

I'm wild, not mild, do I need to be caged to unpredictable full of rage.
Cage me, hate me, just go ahead and lock me down.

Teach me me need me to show you that you're not a clown.
I am crazy too lazy I need to be taught.

In an open society I' much to hot.
Take me to the preacher I need to be cleansed.

Tell me about guilt I'm just to mean.
Take me to school I need to be lead.

I don't know what you want lead me by the hand.



racing outward unto nowhere
craving more and more to know
that what's hidden in the open

where you know you shouldn't go

it never ends  it always send
the view that they have on you

a new mission so watch your wishing
you wish for what you get for

we wish for what we get for
and we wanted more to even scores

elaborate to stagnation
what was then is now



The jury's out and the verdict's not in.
All good people live in sin.

When I tell you, don't stand and pout.
Truth and acceptance are what's it's about.

Why don't you want to hear.
All good people live in fear.

I tell you I'm not your enemy.
Why you hate is because you refuse to see.

Love is truth that's our fate.
And when you lie you give out hate.

Love is truth that is the plan.
Come on do it again and again.



Mankind the self visualized conceded contorted tool making sex driven image of itself 
unproven of it's own existence. Science never quite proven that man exists for all it's 

studies can not have a control nor is the subject viewed in an objective manner. We place 
ourselves above the relative existence of other living beings never realizing that complex 

tool making and eddying philosophy of our own psyche never puts us beyond other 
sexually driven animal behavior. We place ourselves with smug contempt on a pedestal 

above all else and still behave no different than the insects and viruses we strive to smash.



 Maybe the will of god or is the march of men, I love and thing the only way I can.
Sometimes alone, sometimes with a few and there are times many will do.

I'm not beyond mistakes, or visions too few.
I need the time to think of what I can do.

Some day in the chaos, some day in the calm.
it's when I feel there's a god I do the most harm.

Is order a means to sanitation or extreme and chaos a diversion to man's dreams?



Can you give up on all your sorrows
or will you give up on all your dreams

are you the master plowing fields
or are you the mule in the master's team



From the pool of mediocrity I look up and see
the precipice and dream (of hope)

this muck of sameness pulls and drags at me
as I try and twist from it and as I succeed

know that I can climb up this height I seek
I look out and see the dreams and change

the simple diversity of love but still
what keeps me back yet not behind

looking downward into that black pull
of emptiness I still not dare or

hope to leap for whom will follow or come
anyone
can I?



There was a mighty man named Jed.
A great hero was he.

He climbed the highest mountains.
And sailed the farthest seas.

He crossed many a river pass.
And conquered all his foes.

Then he meet a woman named Margret.
Who gave him all his woes.

Margret was no timid lass
For burly was she.

For Margret's great ambition in life.
Was to knock in men's teeth.

Now his friends would say to him..
Dear friend have you lost your mind?
They said he out to leave that lass..

And leave her far behind.

Alas he said, I love her so.
And want her all my days.

After all to marry this abusive bitch.
Is all the latest craze.

She kept him home, wouldn't let him roam.
She kept him to her ways.

She told him of his failings.
And darkened all his days.

When he tried to disobey.
She wouldn't let him near.

She's laugh and mock his loneliness.
despite his streaming tears.

She took his might to be her spite.
and spit right in his face.

Took his pride and set it aside.
And put him in his place.

So soon his hair was turning Grey.
well before it's time.

A withered shell we had to tell.
His warning in a rhyme.



Beware my lads and heed my words.
not to be lead astray.

and follow not the woman who would.
break you from your ways.

Without a care about your heart.
She'll break you right in two.

You can be so right from the start.
But it matter not what you do.

The woman with one thing in mind.
to do away with men.

Has a goal within her soul.
To hate and hate again.



here I am end of the day
try to reflect what can I say

did I do wrong what were my mistakes
what did I do that I'd regret

is there some kind of strength
I'd like to feel confident

what can I do is it possible to know
I'd like to live life to it's fullest

sometimes I act like I don't care
a callous work a leering stare
or talk like I play with knifes

sometimes I'd like you to believe
that I'm a monstrosity

in this society do I belong
sometimes I wish

you'd wish me gone

I have goals or are they dreams
is there any hope in what I want to be

I'd like to see all kinds of change
I'm asking for a lot is that strange
I want to live in the world I see
but it's a world outside of reality

these are my feelings I have more
all I ask of anyone is an open door

one thing I know is I have feelings
deep inside some I can't hide

sometimes it's helplessness/foolishness/hope
all I can do is try



There's a city I don't belong to. 
It makes me want to run. 

Every time I come here I want to bring a gun. 
They say it's safe here. 
But I have my doubts. 

I've seen bad things happen here in this here town.
Crime on the streets a rampage. 

I feel so insecure.
There's no way you're safe here. 

Not even if you're pure. 
No it's not isolated. 

It's not here or there. 
It will happen in your heart if you never cared. 

You better take it all in strife or you better take a knife. 
How can anyone be free if all you do is disagree. 

Children playing cops and robbers. 
They play with toy guns. 

Getting ready for the real thing. 
These children living in the slums. 

There's no use in crying. 
Soon they will be killing and dying, one by one. 

I guess there's no point in looking. 
They say they are all scum. 

When they finally kill each other they will all be gone. 
Now it's is my brother you are killing and you kill him with your charm. 

You kill all of them with double standards. 
Why do you wish them harm? 
They had dreams not broken. 

Life here has no worth. 
The only way to escape here is when love comes first.



this is all about my death
about my death about my death

this is all about my death
and what it mean to you

what I have done about my life
about my life about my life

what I have done about my life
and what it means to you

did I change did i give
did I make the world a better place to live

did I give anything to help you give
and make your life worth living

this is all about my life
about my life about my life

this is all about your life
about your life and the life I lived

did you change your life
when I changed and I did
did you change your life

and give to life the way you had to give

though not a perfect life
not a perfect life you got to learn to live

you learn to live by giving life
and living life and giving life to live

you learn to life and you live to life
that you learned from those who give

this is all about my death about my death
and those who learned and lived

this is about what I give
about what I gave
about how I died

a death worth living



Every time I see you
you just stand and stare

it's like you went and died
but left your body there

you used to be a shinning star
full of hope love and care
now all that's left is a shell
we all know life's not fair



Home from school
no one's there

straight A's no one cares
doesn't anybody see

no one to please
got to find someone to love

have to find someone to trust
live out on the street

going to find someone to me

took a bus to someplace strange
just to take away my pain

there is no one here that says he cares
hold me close treat me fair
say he needs me I need him

she believes his love comes from within

walking the streets all alone
but he's there when she's home

now she gets her fix
now she won't feel so sick

not so bad he holds her close
it's the only love she's been shown

every day
she loves doing this

far away you see her drift
far away into the mist

when they find her there
alone and cold

at 15 shall never grow old



new world one pure
new light to see by

freedom means more
that a pound of sausage

time is nowhere
are you brave
enough to face

the change to come

fragile life so strong
keeps on going on
strength is waiting
to be found inside

looks like death all over
last breath so dear

time to grow wings
and fly somewhere

set back to the start
nothing left out in the cold

means everything
step back and look

what can be done now
got to find away out
begin to live a new

freedom comes into view

love means knowing
sin means lying
hate is denying

other realities other humanities

thinking of this
and thinking of that

auto thoughts auto acts
on command on demand

program to forget
what lies below
under our skin
we learn to sin



Shackle my feet you touch my head with the butt of your gun.
Helping me to heaven I go at your will.

I have no choice it's your pride I must fill.
You march me to work and make me feel my pain.

If I want to create something new you call it a shame.

I gave up my gun.
I gave up my knife.
I gave up my kid.
I gave up my life.

But I still got my job and the NFL on TV.



Everyone talks like we're free
with too many choices we can't reach
and too many voices to bring us down

too much junk all around

Paradise not much of a dream
more of a nightmare scream

can't wake up and I can't scream

I want more and I want it all
The moment I wake I run and fall

I run straight into walls
lots of barriers far too tall

always climbing never make it to the top



What's in a name?
Is it the clothes you wear?

How can you believe in me.
When you're not there?

Everything you perceive
is all you can be.

If you limit your perception
how can you be free?

When you're not there.
How can you be me?

When you're not there.
How can you be free?
When you're not there.
how can you see me?

When you're not there.
How can you be you?



angels and demons pulling hard on my soul
who am I to say that I know

right from wrong and goodness from sin
I have only ignorance in which to understand
can love of a being in an incomparable state

set me free from myself inflected agony
in true I do not know or will I ever



by the ocean by the sea
feel the waves rushing over me

and the water holy water
makes me feel I've gone too deep

see me flounder I am drowning
I've placed myself where I should not be

sinking down or that I've found
a vision of evil I shouldn't see

I've opened doors and so much more
a temptation that goes un ignored

looking into the void like I was dreaming
I've gone mad see me laugh and scream

you never want to go where i have been
I can tell you the true meaning of lust and sin

I'm not here to entice so better think twice
better yet stick to your own kind of vice



Sorrow, sorrow
where do I belong

tomorrow, tomorrow
I'll try to be strong
I'll pack my bags
and move along
I'll pack my bags
and sing this song

travel with shadows
disappear in the throng

no one can see me 
to do no wrong



When light brings darkness
when giving brings loss

when knowledge is ignorance
and chaos is the cost

control factory
mind manipulation
lies are your candy

bodies for promotion

you gain from the shame
accusations and lies
are we the children

apparent to be despised

formation expectation
narrowly defined

we are dumbfounded
with leaders so blind

Paradise is falling
falling to the ground
paradise has fallen

shattering without sound.



Part of you is what I need. 
So please loosen your tongue. 

Let your thoughts release and mind run. 
Is your heart soluble or dissolute? 

Am I not so clear to you? 
Am I not solvent and do I dissolve the hardness in your heart? 

A deep somber feeling crosses my soul at the near thought of your distancing yourself to 
my touch.

Emptiness



buy consume and sell
there's no money to fill myself

buy consume and sell
being poor is a living hell

ain't got no money to play the game
ain't got no cash to say I'm sane

can't pay the money to cure my pain
a rich man's fancy is a poor mans shame



one day i woke up from my dream
and I saw that I had no face
so I look towards the future

but I had no place

return to zero
the primal scream

there's fear and hunger here
life is just a dream

in this land of plastic towers
there will rise smoke acid and sweet
then we'll return to natural powers

then we will get some sleep

return to zero
I will not forget my natural voice

I'm not your consumer puppet
you don't offer me a choice

I am an animal that lives and breaths
I hunt and I fight, eat and breath

and as the time comes near
you'll be my prey and run in fear

return to zero
let all the cities burn

and we can dance around the fires
maybe then we'll learn



Rumor has it or do you believe, everything you read and noting you see?
Pick up the book, look at the page, does it make it true if they took time to say?

Rumor has it or do you believe, the last time you watched the news on TV?
Buy the product they say it's nice.

Don't give it emotion or you'll pay the price.



I take a step towards a black shinny door.
They say it's for progress and social reform.

They put a chip deep inside my head.
Doing this to all non-violent criminals.

It's a tracking method to see what we've done.
To make sure I know the right way to think.

I didn't know what I did was wrong.
Maybe I should of wondered why she felt that way.

Maybe I shouldn't had said; Hey Babe!
Improper thinking will get you in deep shit.

Save me from my thoughts
I've got too many thoughts I know.

What I did was wrong.
My actions weren't sanctioned by

the proper authority.
Now I have to live with a sign

on my head that reads..

Save me from my thoughts
I was wrong and I was caught.



toxic chemicals
all I can find

spicing my soup
feeding my mind

you only hurt the ones you love
so here's a bit of news

I love you I love you I love you
now don't you feel used

toxic chemicals drip into me
makes me feel so good

toxic chemicals soak into the skin
I always lose I never win

pretty pink, yellows and blues
my skin has holes and strange things
growing there see it ooze and drain

it's so nice what modern living brings

I've lost my will the fight right now
I'm busy waiting my favorite TV show

I'm laughing too hard to even think
hey baby does my breath stink



Sin Sensation
I'm not trying to save your soul.

Just trying to see if you're truly free.
Hey what's in your head, is it what you dread?

Is it this old world?

A circle of pain in your heart.
And in your brain.

All your friends here.
So near and dear.

Bitterness, hate and fear.
Are rather queer.

Do you let this parasite linger?



Everyday there's not a minute that goes by.
Where I'm not thinking of reasons to die.

My Job takes away every bit of me
All of my time belong to the company

I have goals and I have dreams
I work hard so I can fulfill these things

all my pay goes to keeping my job
what's left over isn't enough

I keep thinking once I've saved I can quit
I'm fooling myself to think I can leave this shit

without my job it's the street or the road
with my thumb out and a heavy load

Once I'm off I have some time
to create art or change my life

after work I supposed to be free
after work I have no energy



When you wake in the day
on a grave in the woods

and you know you have no choice
but you would if you could

change the way of thought
from the rest of our kind

so that those lovers
wouldn't be in this bind

when you waken in the mist and in the rain
you wish upon knowing there needs to be a change

when you try to show the need to know 
they look at you and their fear does grow

darkness does follow many but not those of the light
gripping in their fear knowing and they aren't right

they blame the woes on sleepers sleeping on the graves
they blame the crash on those fallen the ones who are insane



Fat
face not quite right

too short
too tall

clothes not out of malls
pimples and scars

too poor to own a car
too old

too young
standing around looking like bums

wit in decline
words hard to find

we are the people who don't fin in
we are exclude from your social skin

we don't have what it takes
so we're treated with contempt and hate



I was approached by a man in the streets.
Who looked at me.

He said "Something wrong?"
But what could it be?

I told him I just don't know.
If only others would believe.

I'll just take my chance.
With what I got.

All your feeling are romances.
With issues that are hot.

Hold me closer and tell me I'm not by myself.
Tell me truthfully I'm not the only one.



Please look into my eyes.
Don't tell me you can't feel it.

Please oh please don't lie.
It's painful but it's the truth.

It's something we lost in our youth.
Yes I see, I see only you.

No race or sex or the clothes that you wear.
Only those eyes into which I stare.

Stare at me.
Stare into my eyes.

Tell me what you see.
Please please don't lie.

You don't see the color.
You can't see the style.
You don't see a frown.
You can't see a smile.

Intensity it's part of me.
It's part of you.

I dare you to break off
That look I look in you.



Dreaming way up high.
Colors streaming from my eyes

Why do we need this pain.
Not feeling need for gain.

Flying I don't need to try.
Sharks are swimming in my head.

But I don't struggle and thrash.
A day of peace is worth a life of cash.

I see colors streaming from the sky.
Not any reason to ask why, And lose the dream.

One more thing to pile up high.
on a heap to weight you down.

Struggle and thrash 
Sharks see you then.

Life ends so fast.
what did you gain?



I can't feel fine the pain sublime this shame is mine the only hate I see is for me
With one less likely another more tamed for it's the aggressor that deals in shame.

 A tool of control and a system for gain to kneel down is a motion of pain. 
Hear this and know for ways to deal give all you have because things don't feel.



what I am to you, what is it like to see
to share ourselves as a form of harmony

dip into the paint of all myself
the canvas of life into which we fell

taste me taste you
the water drips down
a drop of dew from

the depths we drown

and you hold me twisted into forms
like origami torn from the norm
you sweat your poison I observe

another bug on fire the sun I rush towards

taste me taste you
I'm sinking down
a soul to swallow

into the warm dark ground

I'm not sure I care
am I really here

taste me taste you



Silence is spoken 
in every language.

We all know what it means 
when the tears flow.

We all rush passing up life 
searching what we may never like.

Holding on, 
not taking heed.

Trying to keep innocent 
and living in our greed.

Look to the little ones.
Children are pure.

So why do you make them 
feel so insecure?

Someday we will bloom.
but now we are the weeds.

We sew the seeds
that will bring our doom.

See all of our achievements.
But we cant be one
With the universe.

Not even the ones we love.

Look for flesh.
Why the sex race?

Our bodies a temple.
Not a market place.



the day we gave back the land
we tore up the concrete

blew up the dam
we pulled down the tall glass towers

that scraped the sky with pane
we emptied all the buildings
and broke up all their stone

we buried the papers
and pulled out the phones
the TVs are all blackened

inside the sports bars
we drove to the coast

and abandoned all our cars
the tide came in and washed them away
and that was the day we set the land free



On the brink of something new
everywhere you look wait to follow through

seemingly denied a simple view
a perception of the truth 

opened up and screamed for nothing
More today, tomorrow an eternity away

to much talk not much to say
how powerful decay.



thin white film
covers us all

advert culture
from wall to wall

product promotion
for capitalist's dreams

death to culture
death to diversity



Take me away from all your truths
for they don't mean a thing against the falling rain

take me away from all your truths
for they are the means to secure only your dreams

where do you think we are coming from
do you think you can teach us what to be

a truth or lie to what ends
by what means

you blanket our thoughts with greed and fear
deaf, dumb and blinding everywhere

within your big picture you won't let us care
we are just too busy being insincere/insecure

You tell us what you want us to do
I'll wait here for something other then you

why do you lead us on
your ambition is just too strong

Give us a few phony dreams, isn't that what we need
and keep us in the dark thinking we are free
when someone isn't fooled set them aside

we are forgotten we shrink up and die



No one's average and
no one's a freak

nobody's tragic and
no one's a freak

there are people
that divide us

they call us a click
they say we are sick

they use this power
and call it divine

I think those people
are truly slime

they dress up in fancy clothes
and call it slick

they say they know everything
but I think it's a trick

if you complain
they say life's a bitch

and if you work really hard

Words they say are harmless
but words control our life

there is such a thing as double speak
and double think you see

what makes us free the words you say
become meaningless watching you

selling us your values
on TV



Used to be songs
about love and life
songs so profound

you'd float right off the ground
from the words you found

used to be songs
words stuck in your head

made you think a lot
about the freedom you had

about the life you lead

used to be that
everyday was new
another adventure 

I'd get to do
to do with you

used to be that
life was light and free

just you and me
and the rest of the world

giving it a whirl

freedom is funny
when you know what it's like

never stuck in the mud
always riding a bike

always on a nature hike

I want to
go back there

I want to
because I'm scare

that freedom disappeared



Virus and thought.
Chaos and mind.
Your disease will.

Your diseased kind.
Your emotions belong to a chemical bind.

Too late to tell.
Can't break the spell.

You're mind has a virus.
From a polluted well.

Turn on the tap.
Pollute your mind.

Just imagine.
You're from a different time.



I'm waiting I'm waiting
nothing to do I'm waiting

I'm waiting it's true
I'm waiting and watching

I'm waiting for you

I don't want to have a broken heart
So I'm waiting alone in the dark

waiting alone where it's safe
anger resentment I just can't face

I've seen the truth I've seen what's true
I've felt the light I'll share it with you

I'm waiting now yes it's okay
take your time I don't mind it this way

I want to share if only you're there
I want to give if you only want to live

are you waiting the waiting you do
waiting for answers waiting for truth



another day another day
what can I say, what can I say
a child I see, happy and free

what can I say, he's not with me
to laugh and play another day

what can I say, he's not with me
yet who am I, what can I say

I do try, another day
what will I be, what can I be
he's my child, what can I say

to laugh and play, another day

I need to hold you
I need to see

to laugh and play
what can I say

who am I, will you see
am I here, to laugh and play

but then I fear, that you're not here
what can I say, I love you dear



what seems broken
I really don't care

does this fact
put you in despair

a freak achievement
or acceptable routine
walking like a zombie

kinky machine

20 or more missions
flat on my back
waiting too long

with not much to reflect

so call your main man
he'll sell you ideals
and sever the cord 

to all that's real

too many choices
drifting through the void

and all those truths
just deluded noise

in one second
inspiration washing over

I've now forgotten
what I wanted to be



It's the same old story
and it's never fair

They're using our voices
but were not on the air

It's a representation
Of who we are

I find this sensation
Has gone too far!

When we are praying
what the hell are we saying

what do we want, what do I need
give me a catalog of things to be.

We look to the window
is it are view

Downtown at the sales sign
nothing else to do

Figured out sometimes
figures, they dance
follow the sound

come on just take a chance

when we are praying
what the hell are we saying

what do we want, what do I need
give me a catalog of things to be.

Exchange, they look, a glance…
Shake shake shake shake shake your head

put water in my drink
the neighbors, easier to Dread

tiny tiny careful coins
not a bill in site

shine my children
never never, can you be too bright.

When we are praying
what the hell are we saying

what do we want, what do I need
give me a catalog of things to be.



who am I
am I copulation between a man and a woman

sperm and egg, zygote, infant, toddler,
child, teenager, x-generation, 30 something
middle age, senior citizen, elderly, old age,

dying, corpse embalmed, put on display, buried,
rotten, decay, worms, beetles, germs to keep

me company forever.



Who are we..
The young...

No end to our inexperience.
Haven't been around long.

I guess we haven't seen the light.
We are looked at by Authority.

As a source of discomfort.
And endless problems.

Time to fill our heads with confusion.
So we'll look to you as the means to solution.

Who are we...
Bodies for sex...

To please as we beg for acceptance.
Our bodies are fresh.

but our minds...
And thoughts..
To dangerous

A new idea could disrobe you..
And dislodge you..

From your comfort and social standing.

Who are we...
To be pickled and kept till.

We grow old and to feed you
and clothe you..

in all your Royalty
Ignorant and only taught to be in a place.

Where their vision is acceptable to your kind.



Every time I step outside.
A white breeze flowing by.

I look into the white of your eyes
and the coldness as you explain why.

you can't waste your time on something
as obscure as this.

Hanging on to winter
winter when will you come

sleeping is a dark cave
hiding from the sun (waiting for the end of time)

The minute tick by and you gotta go.
And you say to me you'd like to discuss more.

But you know it won't be that way.
You want someone to save you and your ways.

Save face
Icicles grow in your place.
you brush me off warmly.
Icicles grow on your face.

Oh you're so cool baby
Oh you're so cool and cold
Living where icicles grow
Living where winter blows

Your words of encouragement
Like vapor like steam
in a cold icy stream

Like the glaciers flow and the drifts of snow.



you say you desire him
still you try to hire him
hang on to all you hold

only to have a soul

without love

tomorrow a new day
still can't change your ways

for all you aspire too
trying to acquire more

than love

you have the power for
to open all the doors

no one can ignore
all that you have scored

except love

now you have lots of friends
weekends and cash to spend
oh so much there and more
who cares about the poor

or love



you make me angry
you left me naked and burned

I put the cards on the table
that you overturned

there wasn't much to begin with
what is there left of it now

we all had our chance
to make that great advance
but now it's gone it's gone

you left us empty
you left us scared
you left society

wrecked and charred



hell waits for those who
wait and hesitate

going to heaven but you're digging a hole
can't get to heaven by smoking a bowl

you found yourself but you lost your soul

you've succeeded in getting high
and you didn't have to try

not trying at all is pretty low

can't get to heaven because you don't have the time
because you're too busy wait in the back of the line

got to but that best seller book 12 step to spiritual awakening

a book of ancient writing translated from
stone and papyrus

by a guy from Omaha you don't even know

you're out there doing that government thing
thinking of all the goodies money can bring

on call 24 hours a day thinking you'll get to heaven that way

you got this neighbor with all his shit
and all you can do is covet it

so you hustle and hustle to get some it's still just shit

you're fighting against your brother
thinking you're doing good



Everywhere I go
ghosts are following me

nothing I can do
nowhere I can flee

always looking back
but I'll never see

waiting for an attack
of past complacency

oh life's a luxury
when you're young

pain is history
when you're having fun

I've traveled all over the world
and seen many things
but there's no escaping

the ghosts in my dreams
yes I've tried drugs

and religious themes
I've tried politics

nothing brings me peace

oh life's a luxury
when you're dumb

you carry no baggage
sucking on your thumb

sometimes I remiss
about my past

but not about those good things
I live in my regrets
yes everywhere I go

every bit I see
tainted by those ghost

I feel like a freak

oh life's a luxurythat I've lost
ghosts are on my back yes I'm the host

ah life's a luxury that I can't afford
the pain's to much for me to ignore



there's a crow
there's a crow in front of me

he's making political announcements
there's a crow

there's a crow in my sight
he's foretelling the fate of nations

he's the glorious white raven

in the field calling me (he calls)
in the woods he outlines destiny

there's a moon
there's a moon both black and bright

there's a moon
screaming out into the night

there's a moon
rising out of the rain

and it's grieving
for those years of endless pain

in his eyes in my face
in his eyes I can see all of time and space

in my dreams crow and man are a team
in my dreams raven makes those numbers gleam

he's reciting the secret code
of genesis in the road

there are crows
there are crows surrounding me
making political announcements

there are crows in my head

in the darkness of the dawn
look again raven's gone



I faced my fears I faced my fears
I faced my fears now my path is clear

I faced my Pain I faced my pain
I face my pain and I stayed sane

I faced my shame I faced my shame
I don't need money and I don't need fame

Faced my dread I faced my dread
now I can get those feelings out of my head

I taste life I tasted life
I've tasted life now there's no strife

I want to share I want to share
I want to share is there anyone out there

I take my place I take my place
I take my place and show my face

now I know now I know
now I know there's no need for control

I've seen the dark I've seen the dark
I've seen the dark and I have a good heart

I faced regret I've faced regret
I've faced regret knowing what to expect

I've walk the trek I've walked the trek
I've walked the trek and I know what's respect



Every time I see the light
I tend to look away

I fall right back into the night
I lose two steps for the one I gain

There's a road I see, many possibilities
that I can't seem to find, I've been looking a long time

I don't know the way, it's because I'm afraid
of the climb and losing my mind.

tears of shame, I cannot face the pain
everyday I'm reminded of my ways

and regret I never paid the dept
and now I face my own punishment

I can see the light but I'm just too uptight
and I fall short still I reach for more

Still I hear the call, but I keep hitting walls
Can't decide, will it be dark or light



You feed me hope
and it's a lie

you feed me dreams
so I get by

you make me reach
the empty goals

I'm on your leash
with no where to go

I hear the lies
you offer me

I think to myself 
will they set me free
you got me wrapped
around your thumb

every time you get to me 
I feel so undone

If only I could
run away
and find

another secret place
no more trouble
or losing face
no more lies
and disgrace

when will I learn 
or get smart

every time I yearn
I'm torn parts

The way you stab me
That knife is sharp

The way you drive me
right from your heart

Is loneliness freedom



Every lie you tell another path to hell.
Every truth you blow another bruise on your soul.

Your smile might say, everything is okay.
But deep inside, another piece of you just died.

The Whitest of lies far worse than the blackest of truth
When it comes from inside, slowly destroying you



It's a bullshit deal
can't make it real
trying to sell it
on sex appeal

you were outrageous
you were extreme

but the most shocking thing
you did was

blow out your brains




